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Abstract. We give a formal development and proof of a known consensus algo-
rithm using stepwise refinement. We begin with an abstract specification of the
intended result of the algorithm. The algorithm is developed and proved correct
over a number of refinement steps. The proof of correctness is performed concur-
rently with the development. The development and proof make use of keyfault
and failure assumptions. The stepwise refinement approach allows us tointro-
duce and prove each property at the most appropriate stage in the development,
before detail irrelevant to that property has been added to the model. Finally we
introduce an abstract model of a possible network on which the algorithm could
be executed.
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1 Introduction

Developing consensus algorithms and proving them to be correct is a challenging task.
In many cases, a post-hoc proof is provided. Here, a development of a consensus al-
gorithm by stepwise refinement is given, in which the proofs of all properties are es-
tablished during the development itself. Development using stepwise refinement has a
number of benefits. Invariants may be given and proved at the earliest possible stage,
before the introduction of distracting detail. The complexity of proofs is therefore re-
duced. A stepwise development naturally postpones some decisions (such as particular
fault and network models) and related algorithms may therefore be developed by mak-
ing different choices at these points.

In the consensusproblem a collection of distributed processors must come toa
common decision on a value, despite different initial proposals from the processors.
The processors may becorrector faulty. A correct processor is one which does not fail
during an execution of the algorithm. A consensus algorithmis one which solves the
consensus problem for particular fault and network models.

It must establish each of the three properties below, taken from [10].

Agreement:No two correct processes decide on different values,
Validity: If all correct processes have the same initial starting value, this is the only
possible final decision, and
Termination: All correct processes eventually reach a decision.



In this paper a formal development of theFloodsetconsensus algorithm [10] is
given, using the modelling language Event-B [1].

The development method we use has three stages. In the first, we specify the result
of a successful run of any consensus algorithm. In the development given this is an
abstract initial description of just the three consensus properties above. In the second
stage the algorithm itself is developed, with reference to the chosen network and fault
models. In this stage processors read each others state. In the Floodsetdevelopment
this stage takes place over four refinement steps. In the finalstage an abstract network
description is given. In this development we introduce a message-passing network at
the final refinement step.

The Floodset algorithm and assumptions are described in Sect. 2. The modelling
technology used, Event-B is outlined in Sect. 3. The body of the work is in Sect. 4,
which describes the development of the Floodset algorithm in Event-B. Sect. 5 draws
some conclusions and considers possibilities for extending this work.

Related Work Perhaps the closest work is in [6], in which the authors used Event-
B to model a consensus protocol under similar assumptions toours – messages may
be dropped but not forged. The initial machine is roughly equivalent to our machine
X4. They model a single round through a number of iterations, with each iteration
taking a different variation of the protocol. The complexity of the model means that a
large number of proof obligations have to be discharged manually. The authors do not
address the algorithmic description of the protocol.

In [4] the authors present a model of the distributed reference counting algorithm in
Event-B, which shares and removes resources in a distributed way while ensuring that
shared resources currently being used elsewhere are not removed. The given algorithm
does not allow for potential faults. The development beginswith a simple event that
captures part of the behaviour of the algorithm as well as thedesired safety and liveness
properties.

In [3] the authors develop a model of the IEEE 1394 Tree Identify Protocol, in
which participants must elect a leader. It can be thought of as a specialised consensus
problem. The approach used is similar to ours, in that a single abstract event is refined
into an existing protocol. Message-passing between participants is introduced in a later
refinement, and they do not consider potential faults withinthe system.

In [5] the authors develop an algorithm for topology discovery, in which nodes in a
network must remain up-to-date about the changing topologyof the network.

In [12], the authors present work on consensus analysis. Their work concentrates
on multi-agent systems and the specification of separate machines which are later com-
posed.

The approach taken in [11] is similar to ours. The authors show how refinement
may be used to develop security protocols using Isabelle/HOL. Stepwise refinement is
exploited to break the development into logical stages, andto allow the possibility of
making various choices at different branching points in a development, thereby opening
up the possibility of exploring a tree of related protocols.



2 The Floodset Algorithm

The Floodsetalgorithm is a solution to the consensus problem that relieson a syn-
chronous network model (processor computation takes placein synchronous rounds)
and failstop processors (processors may only fail by stopping, and once stopped can-
not restart during the course of the algorithm.) Processorsmay not behave maliciously.
Floodsetassumes a reliable network, although messages may not be received if the re-
ceiver has failed. The number of rounds executed is a parameter ofFloodset, and up tot
processor failures may be tolerated, providedt+1 rounds are executed, and the original
number of processors is greater thant.

The Floodsetalgorithm proceeds as follows. Each process1 begins with an initial
value. In the first round, every process sends its identity and value to all other pro-
cesses. Processes retain all received (process, value) pairs. In each subsequent round,
all processes send all the pairs they currently know2. Faulty processors may fail at any
time.

Fig. 1 depicts the first two rounds of an execution ofFloodseton processorsp1, p2

andp3. Fig. 1(a) gives the initial state of the three processes. During the first round,
processorp2 fails after processp2 has sent its name and value to processp3, but before
sending them to processp1. It receives nothing from either of the other processes. Pro-
cessesp1 andp3 communicate fully with each other. The state after the first round is
given in Fig. 1(b). During the second round, processesp1 andp3 communicate, leading
to the state shown in Fig. 1(c).
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Fig. 1.Example initial rounds ofFloodsetwith three processors

After t+1 rounds have been carried out, each process arrives at its final value by
running a deterministic decision function on the its final (local) state.

1 A process is assumed to run on a single processor, and we therefore conflate process and
processor, referring to both aspi.

2 A version ofFloodsetcan be implemented which sends only values, and omits process names.
Process names are included to make this model more reusable in the future development of
more complex consensus algorithms.



Given a deterministic decision function, it is sufficient toensure that the initial in-
puts each correct process provides to the decision functionare identical. In this case the
decision functions of all correct processes will decide on the same value.

3 Event-B

A Event-B [1] model is composed of a sequence ofmachines, each of which (apart
from the first) is linked to its predecessor by arefinementrelation. A machine contains
variablesmodelling state data,invariantswhich restrict the possible values of variables,
andeventswhich change the values of variables. An event consists ofguards, which
must be true in order for the event to occur, andactions, in which the values of variables
are changed. Events may be parameterised, and in general an event takes the form

event
any P where

G(p, v)
then

S(p, v)
end

whereP are the parameters of the event, andv are the variables of the machine.G

is the guard over these parameters and variables, andS is the action, made up of one or
more assignments to variables. In this work these are all deterministic assignments, but
in general they may be non-deterministic.

Each machine may have associatedcarrier setsandconstants, which are held in a
contextvisible to the machine. A context may beextendedby another context, visible
to later machines in the sequence.

Proof obligationsallow us to establish the internal consistency of individual ma-
chines, and the validity of the refinement relation between machines.Invariant preser-
vation is the proof obligation that requires each invariant to continue to hold whenever
any event occurs.

For any step in the refinement chain, the relationship between the variables in the
abstract model and the variables in the concrete model is given by agluing invariant.
To show that an event in the concrete model refines an event in the abstract model, it
must be shown that the guards of the concrete event imply the guards of the abstract
event, and that the variable states reached after the occurrence of the concrete and the
abstract event are linked by the gluing invariant.

The Rodin Tool [2] was used to generate and assist in proving the proof obligations.

4 Development

4.1 Overview

This section describes a development of theFloodsetalgorithm using Event-B. In keep-
ing with the Event-B method, the approach here is to develop aseries of machines,



each one a refinement of the preceding machine in the development. The early, more
abstract machines give a global view of the behaviour of the algorithm. They make use
of modelling elements and assumptions which would be unavailable in an implementa-
tion designed for local processes. Later machines take a more local view and the global
elements are refined away.

– The initial machineX0 defines the final state of a successful execution ofFloodset,
but says nothing about how this is achieved.

– The first refinementX1 introduces the round structure of the algorithm, and identi-
fies thesaturationround – the first round in which no processes fail. The description
of a round differs depending on whether that round is the saturation round, or falls
before or after it.

– X2 makes the three descriptions of the rounds more precise. It also identifies the
live processes – those that are functioning correctly during thesaturation round.

– RefinementsX3 andX4 bring the development to the point where there is a single
description of rounds, regardless of when in the algorithm they take place.X3
introduces more detailed structures which allow us to refineeach of the events
describing rounds to a form where they may be merged together. RefinementX4
merges the three round descriptions into a single description.

– Finally, X5 is a possible implementation of this algorithm over a network.3

The first two consensus properties (agreement and validity)are established inX0
and demonstrated to hold throughout the development using refinement. The third prop-
erty (termination) is shown by model-checking the completed development. This is dis-
cussed further in Sect. 4.9.

4.2 The initial machine

A view is defined to be a set of (process, value) pairs. Throughout anexecution of
Floodseteach process maintains a view containing all the (process, value) pairs it has
learned. At termination, each process runs the decision on its final view.

The distributed system considered contains a finite set of processes,P . An arbi-
trary setCORR ⊆ P is identified, whereCORR is the processes which behave cor-
rectly throughout the running of the algorithm. Each processp in P has an initial value
INIT (p) drawn from a setV to propose to its peers as a possible final value. The initial
view of a processp is the singleton set{(p, INIT (p))}. These modelling elements are
defined in the first context (X0 ctx), visible to the initial machineX0.

The machineX0 contains a single variableM : CORR→(P 7→V ). On termination
of the algorithm,M maps correct processes to their final views. It also containsa single
eventfloodset, which marks successful termination of the algorithm. On firing, floodset
assigns a view to each correct processes using the variableM . This is then a correct
final outcome of theFloodsetalgorithm – the three properties defining consensus hold
overM .

3 The Rodin archive of the development is available from the author. It was produced using
Rodin 1.3.1. In it the final machine is calledX7.



The guards on thefloodset event (Fig. 2) define conditions on the final view by
imposing restrictions on an event parameterm. The first guard gives the type ofm,
which is the same as the variableM : it assigns views to correct processes. The second
guard establishes the first two consensus properties. A sufficient condition for the first
consensus property, that no two correct processes decide ondifferent values, is for each
correct process to have the same final view as input to the decision function. This is
ensured by the first conjunct of the consequent – any two final views of any correct
processes are equal. The second consensus property ensuresthat the decision function
is not simply a trivial assignment to a constant. It is enforced by the second and third
conjuncts. The second conjunct (CORR ⊳ INIT ⊆ f ) ensures that a process is aware
of the initial values of all correct processes, and the third(f ⊆ INIT ) ensures that no
incorrect values (i.e. ones not inINIT ) are present in any final view.

floodset
any m where

m ∈ CORR → (P 7→ V )
∀f, g ·(g ∈ ran(m) ∧ f ∈ ran(m)) ⇒

f = g ∧ CORR ⊳ INIT ⊆ f ∧ f ⊆ INIT
then

M := m
end

Fig. 2.Thefloodset event in X0

The third consensus property, that of termination, was established for this develop-
ment using model-checking [9]. This is discussed further inSect. 4.9.

4.3 The first refinment: X1

For an execution ofFloodset, thesaturation round is the first round in which no failures
occur. To see that every execution has a saturation round, consider that theFloodset
algorithm requires the execution oft+1 rounds to reach consensus in the face of a
maximum of t faults. Since processors can fail at most once, there will beat least
one round in which no failures occur. The saturation round may be any round in the
execution.

In the saturation round all currently working processes will successfully communi-
cate all their information to all other processes. After this round, every working process
knows all the information of every other working processes,so in each subsequent
round it is not possible for processes to learn new information.

The first refinementX1 contains events which define the system state at the suc-
cessful completion of each round. The rounds are modelled bythree different events,
depending on when in the algorithm they take place. Any rounds before the saturation



round are modelled by the eventpresat. The saturation round is modelled by the event
saturation, and rounds after the saturation round are modelled by the eventpostsat.

Note that a process cannot in practice know whether the roundcurrently being exe-
cuted is the saturation round or not, but at this abstract level local processes may have a
global view of the execution. This distinction between rounds will be removed in later
refinements.

This refinement introduces a progress counterr ∈ 1..t + 3, which records the
progress ofFloodset. 1..t+1 is the round phase of the algorithm, sor records the cur-
rent round number and is incremented at the end of each round.The saturation round is
labelledj, wherej, wherej ∈ 1..t+1. The variabler is set tot+2 after allt+1 rounds
have been completed, and tot+3 when the final event (floodset) has taken place. In the
presat roundsr < j and in thepostsat roundsr > j. presat, postsat andsaturation in
X1 refine theskip event . The final event isfloodset, a refinement offloodset in X0.
RoundsX0 andX1 and the refinement relationship between them are summarisedin
Fig. 3.

X0 skip skip skip floodset
⇑ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑

X1 presat saturation postsat floodset
r < j r = j r > j r= t+2

∧
r < t+2

Fig. 3.The refinement relationship betweenX0 andX1

During execution, each process maintains a view of the information it has received.
All these views are held in the variableW ∈ P → (P 7→V ), so thatW (p) is the current
view of processp. Since at the start each process knows only its own value, initially
W = INIT . During a round, each processp sendsW (p) to all other processes, and at
the end of each roundW (p) is updated.

In the presat event (Fig. 4) all information received by a processp is given by
new(p), wherenew is a parameter ofpresat. At this stage the only restriction onnew

is that no process is sent false information (guard 4 ofpresat.) The parameterw is the
updated state of the views of each process when this new information is received.

After the saturation event (Fig. 4), every correct process will have the same view.
At this level of abstraction, it is not possible to give a precise specification of this view,
but some restrictions may be identified, using the parameters f andw. The parameter
w is the composite of the views of all processes at the end of this round, andf is a view
of an arbitrary working process.

The view of a working process can only include correct information (information
from the initial state.) This is ensured by guard 4. It must include the initial information
from all correct processes (guard 5).



presat
any new, w where

(1) r < j
(2) new ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(3) w ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(4) ∀p·p ∈ P ⇒ new(p) ⊆ INIT
(5) ∀p·w(p) = W (p) ∪ new(p)

then
W := w
r := r + 1

end

saturation
any f, w where

(1) r = j
(2) w ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(3) f ∈ (P 7→ V )
(4) f ⊆ INIT
(5) CORR ⊳ INIT ⊆ f
(6) ∀g ·g ∈ ran(CORR ⊳ w) ⇒ f = g

then
W := w
r := r + 1

end

Fig. 4. Thepresat andsaturation events inX1

The parameterw has the same purpose as in thepresat event, to identify the updated
value ofW . However, more precise restrictions can be placed onw. Since no processor
fails in this round, all currently working processes send and receive all their information
successfully. After this round all currently working processors will therefore have the
same view. It is not possible at this level of abstraction to identify the set of currently
working processes precisely, but it must contain the set of correct processes. Thus the
only values ofW allowed aftersaturation are those in which all correct processes share
the same view (given by the parameterf ). This view must be shared by at least all the
correct processes (guard 6.)

Note thatw is underspecified – nothing is said about the view of the incorrect pro-
cesses. This underspecification means that certain views allowed at this level of ab-
straction (in particular, those in which an incorrect process has incorrect values in its
view) will be disallowed at later points in the development.This underspecification
is the reason why termination is not demonstrated using deadlock freeness, since the
proof requires that no new deadlocks are introduced after the first refinement. This is
discussed further in Sect. 4.9.

After the saturation round, any processes still functioning have the most compre-
hensive view that they will have. They will learn no new information. This leads us
to the invariant in Fig. 5, derived from the guards ofsaturation. Proving this invariant
establishes that at this level of abstraction the first two consensus properties are met
during the execution ofFloodset, for all rounds following the saturation round (rounds
in which r>j).

Since no process can now learn new information, (and therefore W cannot change
further) thepostsat event simply increments the round counter until the remaining
rounds have been completed.

The refinedfloodset event (in Fig. 6) now merely increments the round counter from
t + 2 to t + 3. To prove that this version offloodset implements the previous one the
witness form is m = CORR ⊳ W .



r > j ⇒ (∃f ·(f ∈ (P 7→ V ) ∧
CORR ⊳ INIT ⊆ f ∧
f ⊆ INIT ∧
(∀g ·g ∈ ran(CORR ⊳ W ) ⇒ f = g)))

Fig. 5. Invariant fromX1

floodset =̂ when r = t+2 then r := r + 1 end

Fig. 6.Thefloodset event inX1

4.4 Identifying live processes:X2

This refinement introduces no new state, but looks more closely at the existing state
variableW and strengthens the set of invariants relating to it (Fig. 7).

The first invariant gives an upper bound on the (process,value) pairs known by a
process. It states that all (process,value) pairs known by any process must be valid, in the
sense that they are given by the original functionINIT . This excludes the possibility
of a process learning false information at any stage. The second invariant states that
every process is aware of its own initial value. Note thatdom(W ) = dom(INIT ).

∀p·p ∈ dom(W ) ⇒ W (p) ⊆ INIT
∀p·p ∈ dom(W ) ⇒ p 7→ INIT (p) ∈ W (p)

Fig. 7. Invariants in X2

The set of processes which fail in an execution is defined as the (redundant) variable
FLT = P \ CORR. The number of failing processes must not be more than the
number of faults that can be tolerated (since each process can only fail once), and so
t ≥ card(FLT ).

The eventpresat is now refined to the description given in Fig. 8. Since processes
may fail during this round and thereby fail to send or receiveinformation, there is some
non-determinism in the value given for parameternew. The fourth guard gives a lower
bound fornew. It states that each correct process receives information from all correct
processes. The combination of the fifth and sixth guards givean upper bound fornew –
they state that each process receives only valid information. The final guard creates the
new value forW using the parameterw.

The refinedpostsat event (Fig. 8) adds the restriction that no process learns anything
new after saturation (guard 6).



presat
refines presat
any new, w where

(1) r < j
(2) new ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(3) w ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(4) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ⇒

CORR ⊳ INIT ⊆ new(p)
(5) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ⇒ new(p) ⊆ INIT
(6) ∀p·p ∈ FLT ⇒ new(p) ⊆ INIT
(7) ∀p·w(p) = W (p) ∪ new(p)

then
W := w
r := r + 1

end

postsat
refines postsat
any new, w where

(1) r > j
(2) r ≤ t+1
(3) w ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(4) new ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(5) ∀p·p ∈ P ⇒

w(p) = W (p) ∪ new(p)
(6) ∀p·p ∈ P ⇒ new(p) ⊆ W (p)

then
W := w
r := r + 1

end

Fig. 8.Thepresat andpostsat events inX2

saturation
refines saturation
any w, live where

(1) r = j
(2) w ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(3) live ⊆ FLT
(4) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ∪ live ⇒ w(p) = union(W [(CORR ∪ live)])
(5) ∀p·p ∈ FLT \ live ⇒ w(p) = W (p)
(6) ∀p, q ·{p, q} ⊆ CORR ⇒ w(p) = w(q)

then
W := w
r := r + 1

end

Fig. 9.Thesaturation event inX2



Thesaturation event (Fig. 9) now identifies the faulty processes which are currently
working at the time of the saturation round using the parameterlive, which is a subset of
FLT (guard 3). By definition, no process fails during the saturation round, so the value
of W after this round can be given precisely. After this round, all currently working
processes (CORR ∪ live) know all that each currently working process knows (guard
4.) Processes that have already failed (those inFLT \ live) learn nothing new (guard
5). The parameterf is now refined away withf = union(W [CORR∪ live]) provided
for a witness. The fact that all correct processes have the same value is now recorded in
a slightly different way in the final guard.

4.5 Homogenising the events:X3

The eventspresat, saturation andpostsat are still unimplementable, as they rely on local
processes knowing the value of the global variablej. Over this refinement (X3) and the
next (X4) this reliance on the global saturation variable is removedby merging these
three events into a single event which does not depend onj. The purpose of the current
refinement is to “set up” this merging, by providing versionsof the three events in which
each event has the same guards and actions (excluding those guards which refer toj).
The subsequent refinement then merges these three events into a single event which
does not rely onj.

To do this, the set of processes which will fail in each round are identified. Two new
functions,d anddead, are defined in the associated context (X3 ctx). These functions
allow us to “zoom in” further on the faulty processes. The functiond maps each round
to the set of processes which fail in that round. The relevantinvariants are given in
Fig. 10. The first is the type invariant. The second states that no process can fail in two
separate rounds. All processes inFLT will fail (invariant 3), and no process fails in the
saturation round (invariant 4).

(1) d : 1..t+1 → P(FLT )
(2) ∀i, k ·i ∈ dom(d) ∧ k ∈ dom(d) ∧ i 6= k ⇒ d(i) ∩ d(k) = ∅

(3) ∀p·p ∈ FLT ⇒ (∃i·i ∈ dom(d) ∧ p ∈ d(i))
(4) d(j) = ∅(3) dead : 1..t+2 → P(FLT )
(3) dead(1) = ∅

(3) ∀i·i ∈ dom(dead) ∧ i ≥ 2 ⇒ dead(i) = union(d[(1 .. (i−1))])

Fig. 10.Axioms ofd anddead in contextX3 ctx

The functiondead is defined usingd. For each rounddead returns all the processes
that have failed prior to the start of that round, and the definition is given in Fig. 10.

The descriptions of the eventspresat, saturation, postsat differ only by their second
guard (r <j, r = j, r >j respectively). The definition ofpresat is given in Fig. 11. The
guards distinguish three disjoint sets of processes, depending on whether they will work



correctly throughout that round, will fail at some point during the round, or have failed
already.

For the first two sets the guards give an upper and lower bound on the new informa-
tion that can be received in a round. All working processes send and receive to them-
selves. Since the processes which fail before roundr are given bydead(r), processes
working at the start of a roundr are given byCORR∪ (FLT \dead(r)). The processes
working correctly at the end of roundr are given byCORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)).

Guard 5 ofpresat states that the most information a process which works for the
whole round may learn isunion(W [CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))]). In this case all
processes ind(r) transmit all messages before failing. Guard 6 states that the least
information a process working for the whole round will receive is everything known
by any process which survives the round. In this case all processes ind(r) fail before
sending any messages. Processes which have failed before this round and are no longer
communicating will learn nothing in this round (guard 7). Guard 8 states that processes
in d(r) may learn as much as the processes which continue to functioncorrectly for the
whole round. In the worst case, they will fail before receiving any information (guard
9). As previously, the new value forW is identified asw (guard 10). Apart from guard
2, these guards are identical for each of the three round events.

presat
refines presat
any w, new where

(1) r < t+2
(2) r < j
(3) w ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(4) new ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(5) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)) ⇒

new(p) ⊆ union(W [CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))])
(6) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)) ⇒

union(W [(CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)))]) ⊆ new(p)
(7) ∀p·p ∈ dead(r) ⇒ new(p) = ∅

(8) ∀p·p ∈ d(r) ⇒ new(p) ⊆ union(W [CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))])
(9) ∀p·p ∈ d(r) ⇒ ∅ ⊆ new(p)
(10) ∀p·w(p) = W (p) ∪ new(p)

then
W := w
r := r + 1

end

Fig. 11.The eventpresat in X3

The invariant onW can now be strengthened, and is given in Fig. 12. Every process
still operating after the saturation round learns nothing new after the saturation round.



The common information known at the saturation round (givenby union(W [CORR∪
(FLT \ dead(j))])) does not change after the saturation round.

∀p·r ∈ dom(dead) ∧ p ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r)) ∧ r > j ⇒
W (p) = union(W [CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(j))])

Fig. 12.Invariant for the third refinement

Thefloodset event remains unchanged.

4.6 Refining out the saturation assumption:X4

In this refinement, thefloodset event remains unchanged and the three eventspresat,
saturation andpostsat aremergedinto the single eventround (Fig. 13). To perform the
merging, it must be shown that the concrete guards ofround imply the disjunction of
the guards of the merged events. The guards ofround are identical to the guards of the
three events in the previous refinement, except that the second guard has been removed,
so the proof reduces to proving the trivial theoremr < j ∨ r = j ∨ r > j.

round
refines presat, saturation, postsat
any new, w where

(1) r < t + 2
(2) w ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(3) new ∈ P → (P 7→ V )
(4) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)) ⇒

new(p) ⊆ union(W [CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))])
(5) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)) ⇒

union(W [(CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)))]) ⊆ new(p)
(6) ∀p·p ∈ dead(r) ⇒ new(p) = ∅

(7) ∀p·p ∈ d(r) ⇒ new(p) ⊆ union(W [CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))])
(8) ∀p·p ∈ d(r) ⇒ ∅ ⊆ new(p)
(9) ∀p·w(p) = W (p) ∪ new(p)

then
W := w
r := r + 1

end

Fig. 13.The eventround in X4



The round event is now a sufficiently detailed description ofa single round of the
algorithm to allow an implementation to be developed. A possible implementation is
shown in the final refinement,X5.

4.7 A possible implementation:X5

The previous refinement provides an abstract description ofthe desired behaviour of
each round of the floodset algorithm, but a number of implementation issues remain
open. Theround event is still global – it describes the desired behaviour ofall the
processes at each round in a single event. The aim of this refinement is to move towards
an algorithm that can be run locally by each processor, so this refinement moves to a
local point of view, and models the behaviour of individual processes.

Here a message passing middleware which neither drops nor forges messages is
used, but other interprocess communication models could have been chosen.

A round is split into three phases:sending, receiving, andrestarting. The syn-
chronous network model assumed allows the round to be divided in this way. An ear-
lier attempt at modelling this phase had just asending and areceiving phase, but
the restarting phase was found to be helpful to reset the state of the processes af-
ter a round. In thesending phase messages are sent to the middleware (mw). In the
receiving phase all the messages for each process are sent to that process.

A failing process may fail in any of the phases, but no processsends or receives
messages in therestarting phase, so processes that fails in therestarting and in
thesending phase are all recorded indie in send. Processes failing in thereceiving

phase are recorded indie in rec (Fig. 14).
Processes which are working at the start of the sending phasein a roundr are

given byCORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))). Processes which are working at the end of the
sending phase (and therefore the start of thereceiving phase) in a roundr are given by
CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)) ∪ die in rec(r).

die in send ∈ 1 .. t+1 → P(FLT )
die in rec ∈ 1 .. t+1 → P(FLT )
∀i·i ∈ 1 .. t+1 ⇒ die in send(i) ∩ die in rec(i) = ∅

∀i·i ∈ 1 .. t+1 ⇒ die in send(i) ∪ die in rec(i) = d(i)

Fig. 14.Axioms fordie in send anddie in rec

The sending phase consists of multiple recurrences of thesend event, given in
Fig. 15. Each timesend fires, processfr sends its state to the middleware addressed
to processto, which may be itself. The only processes unable to send information in
roundr are the ones which have already failed (given bydead(r)), sofr may be drawn
from any other process (guard 3). Processes do not maintain arecord of their failed
peers, so each process sends to all other processes. It wouldalso be possible to design a
“failure aware” algorithm in which a process records failedpeers, and does not send to



processes it knows have failed. In each round, each processp maintains a record of the
processes to which it has sent messages, given bysent(p).

send
any fr, to where

r < t + 2
phase = sending
fr ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))
to ∈ P
to /∈ sent(fr)

then
mw(to) := mw(to) ∪ W (fr)
sent(fr) := sent(fr) ∪ {to}

end

rec
any p where

r < t+2
p ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1))

∪ die in rec(r)
p /∈ received
phase = receiving

then
received := received ∪ {p}
Wpart(p) := Wpart(p) ∪ mw(p)

end

Fig. 15.The eventssend andrec in X5

The end of thesending phase is marked by the eventend send phase (Fig. 16).
The guards make reference to global variables — in particular mw andW — that a
local process cannot know. The argument that this event is locally implementable relies
on the synchronous network model (processor clocks are sufficiently accurate) and on
choosing a sufficiently long time for thesending phase to ensure that all processes send
their messages. A refinement that had explicit reference to processor clocks could then
use the passage of time in processor to trigger multiple local events, and the guards of
end send phase could be shown to hold at the time the local events were triggered.

Whenend send phase occurs, all processes (including those that have previously
failed) will have been sent the current views of (at most) allprocesses working at the
start of thesending phase (given byCORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r))). This is given by
the third guard inend send phase. They have been sent at least the current views of all
processes working at the end of the sending phase (given byCORR∪(FLT \dead(r+
1)) ∪ die in rec(r)) in guard 4, and every working process has sent to all processes
(guard 5).

The rec event (Fig. 15) represents one process receiving all its amalgamated infor-
mation from the middleware in a single shot. Any process functioning correctly at the
start of thereceiving phase may receive from the middleware (guard 2). Those that
will fail during this round (die in rec(r)) may or may not receive before they fail.
Receiving processes are added to the setreceived, which is local to the middleware.
Wpart is a temporary variable, which contains the partially updated view ofW during
thereceiving phase. At the end of this of phase this partial view will be assigned toW .

The end of the receive phase is marked by the eventend rec phase (Fig. 17), which
refines the eventround from the previous refinement. This is a global event which would
be locally implemented, in the same way asend send phase. This event refinesround.



end send phase
when

(1) r < t + 2
(2) phase = sending
(3) ∀p·p ∈ P ⇒ mw(p) ⊆ union(W [(CORR ∪ (FLT \ (dead(r))))])
(4) ∀p·p ∈ P ⇒

union(W [CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)) ∪ die in rec(r)]) ⊆ mw(p)
(5) ∀p·p ∈ CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1)) ∪ die in rec(r) ⇒ sent(p) = P

then
phase := receiving

end

Fig. 16.The eventend send phase in X5

The witness forw is Wpart and the witness fornew is

(received ⊳ mw) ∪ (received ⊳− PEMPTY )

wherePEMPTY (p) = {} is the empty view for all processesp.

end rec phase
refines round
when

r < t+2
phase = receiving
(CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1))) ⊆ received
received ⊆ (CORR ∪ (FLT \ dead(r + 1))) ∪ die in rec(r)

then
W := Wpart
r := r + 1
phase := restarting

end

Fig. 17.Theend rec phase event inX5

4.8 Proof Statistics

Fig. 18 records the number of proof obligations incurred foreach machine and context
in the development, as well as the proportion proved both automatically and manually.

The bulk of the manual effort is required at refinement stepsX3 andX5. At X3
the new data structuresd anddead are introduced, and the description of the round



Machineno. of POsautomaticmanual
X0 3 3 0

X0 ctx 1 0 1
X1 27 21 6

X1 ctx 4 3 1
X2 27 21 6

X2 ctx 2 1 1
X3 63 44 19

X3 ctx 15 10 5
X4 7 6 1

X5 ctx 7 7 0
X5 88 68 20

Total 244 184 60

Fig. 18.Proof statistics for the Floodset development

events is unified. AtX5 a number of new events are introduced, but the main task is in
proving that the eventend rec phase is a refinement of the abstract eventround, since
the behaviour ofround is now the responsibility of therec events, andend rec phase is
merely a synchronising event when therec events have finished.

4.9 Demonstrating the consensus properties

The three generic consensus properties are demonstrated. The first two (agreement and
validity) are demonstrated by construction. They are captured in the initial abstract
model, and shown by refinement to continue to hold at each step.

The third property, that all correct processes eventually reach a decision, may be
shown by demonstrating deadlock freeness — that the more concrete models in a de-
velopment do not deadlock more often than the more abstract ones. That is, the only
execution paths permitted are those which eventually satisfy the most abstract specifi-
cation in the refinement chain. In the case of this development, the description of rounds
in X1 is deliberately more non-deterministic than necessary. The second refinement in-
troduces no new state, so all properties introduced in X2 could have been introduced
in X1. However, this refinement is carried out over two steps to simplify the proofs in-
volved at each stage. Termination was therefore shown usingProB, a model-checker for
Event-B [9]. It was shown that the development has not introduced a possible execution
path where thefloodset event cannot eventually occur. This was shown for three pro-
cesses with arbitrary initial state, by checking the truth of the temporal logic proposition
F[floodset] (eventually thefloodset event occurs).

A good level of automatic proof (> 75%) is achieved, given the complexity of the
development. The greatest number of proofs is in the final refinement, which reflects the
fact that this refinement makes the greatest step in the chain. As stated in the introduc-
tion, the purpose of is work is to provide a platform for the development of distributed
consensus algorithms with weaker failure and network models. This is why the algo-
rithm transmits sets of (process, value) pairs, rather thanjust values. However, it is likely



that this choice has led to a higher percentage of proofs requiring manual intervention
than many similar-sized developments. In practice this proof overhead may lead away
from the goal of reusable models. A simpler version of the same model may therefore
be developed for comparative purposes.

5 Discussion and Further Work

This work contributes to the field of consensus algorithm verification by refinement. We
have demonstrated the stepwise refinement in the development of a well-known consen-
sus algorithm,Floodset. The initial, most abstract model captured only generic consen-
sus properties. The method of stepwise refinement allowed the implausible modelling
assumptions to be made in the early parts of development, which greatly simplified the
task of proving it’s correctness. In particular, early events assumed foreknowledge of
the value of the round counter at thesaturation round (j) and of the set of failing pro-
cesses (FLT andlive). The first assumption is removed in refinementX4. Refinement
X5 presents an algorithm to implementFloodset. The refinement contains some syn-
chronising events (end send phase andend rec phase), which rely on the synchronous
network model. These still use global information. For example, end rec phase refers
to received, which suggests that processes have knowledge of the internal state of the
middleware. In reality this reliance would be removed by timing the end of phase events
carefully, to ensure that sufficient time was given for the all the necessary messages to
be sent and received. In a future refinement which explicitlymodelled processor clocks,
these would be would be refined by separate local events. The functionsd anddead are
more subtle. It makes no sense to define an algorithm which mayrandomly terminate,
so to refine these away it would be necessary to introduce an explicit fault injector to
send “die” signals to the processes which were to fail.

The field of consensus algorithms is rich and varied, with subtle variations between
algorithms. The ultimate goal of each, however, is to meet the same three consensus
properties met here. One goal of this work is to formally develop a taxonomy of con-
sensus algorithms, related by their fault and network assumptions. The method of step-
wise refinement allows us to build on the work presented here to formally develop more
complex algorithms in the future. The Byzantine Generals algorithm [8] and the Paxos
algorithm [7] will be two important algorithms to consider.
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